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parents need to know that free guy is a sci-fi/action comedy about guy ( ryan reynolds ), a non-player character (npc) in a
video game, who finds a higher purpose. it's a tad formulaic and not very edgy (it copies ideas from many other movies), but

it's quite likable and cheerful, with positive vibes and plenty of giggles. it's recommended for ages 13 and up. it contains giant-
sized video game-type violence, with guns and shooting, explosions, car chases and crashes, fighting, and falling. the main
character has a broken nose with some blood shown. male and female characters kiss, a blonde bombshell npc is shown off
for her sex appeal (she's designed to be arm candy), and there's some sexual innuendo and sex-related dialogue. language
includes a use of f--k, a near use of motherf----r (a well-placed cut saves the day), and some uses of s--t, ass, goddamn, etc.

there are some jokey references to other disney-owned brands. a nerdy guy who works at a video store (played by jason
bateman) has a dirty secret. he has a collection of porn in his basement that he makes copies of, but after realizing that his
"artistic" films have made him a ton of money, he decides to start getting paid for his movies. unfortunately, he has a lot of

eccentric friends and acquaintances who show up to his house for weird reasons, and things go haywire. there are guns,
explosions, punches, and some sex and some drug use. although bateman seems to be the most likeable character, he's the

most likely to say offensive things, including "are you a cum whore?" "you have a weird boner," and "you're a f---ing slut."
language includes several uses of the n-word, various uses of whore, and s--t and various other offensive words. there's a

scene in which a male character shoots another male character in the balls with a bb gun.
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it's not easy to describe a grand theft auto-like video game, because it's so much fun and doesn't
really resemble a film. players run around the game's open city setting, performing missions, and
completing tasks, often with anachronistic humor. the game also has a story, but it's neither linear
nor prominent. in the movie, guy's actions are captured by cameras and archived, making him a

notable online celebrity. in the game, antoine is a secret developer who steals the game, then tries
to shut it down. in free guy, ryan reynolds plays a video game character named guy, who has a
problem with the fact that his heroically heroic deeds on the game console get him no closer to

meeting the girl of his dreams. after some action, he steals a pair of glasses from his pal, buddy (lil
rel howery), so he can see molotov girl (jodie comer) in the real world. they begin dating, and end up

stealing an armored car and becoming internet celebrities. guy decides to go straight, and does
good deeds for the community. the movie's visual effects and production design effectively capture
the specific feel of a grand theft auto -like video game (albeit pg-13 rated), which is something most
movies have so far failed to achieve. but bits and pieces do feel borrowed from many, many other

movies. and levy's careful, streamlined flow prevents free guy from ever becoming hugely
outrageous, zany, or gut-bustingly funny. another winner from sinclair broadcast network, comet tv

live offers a free, live broadcasting sci-fi network. the focus here is more on tv shows than on
movies, but comet tv provides a fair mixture of both to users. as is typical with free sci-fi, youre

going to find a hefty amount of b-movie content here, but also, as a sci-fi fan, you may be perfectly
ok with that prospect. there are some heavy hitters available, such as the original mad max, but

youll also find fan-favorite tv shows, like stargate sg-1 and babylon 5. 5ec8ef588b
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